
 

Catch‐Up Premium Funding Northgate High School 

This funding aims to help these students to ‘catch up’ with their peers during their first year i.e. aims for 
them to make accelerated progress. We received £22,911 on 28th Feb 2020 for students on roll 2019-20, 
to continue the work of Foundation Learning. The report below summarises how this funding is spent 
and its impact on student progress.  

Since February 2013, this sum has been used to support a programme of Foundation Learning and 
mainstream support. In Foundation Learning, students with low prior attainment and identified during 
transition as in need of specific catch up intervention, benefit from a tight and targeted programme of 
between two and four lessons a week of literacy intervention through teacher and teaching assistant 
delivered sessions. We have created a Head of Foundation Learning post and appointed a KS2 specialist 
who took up post in Sep 2014, to aid the transition between primary and secondary. We use specific 
programmes for those students at emerging level in writing, reading and mathematics. Those students 
are supported in mainstream, with targeted intervention such as foundation learning, talking maths, 
dyslexia outreach and other appropriate short weekly programmes.  

Foundation Learning focuses on building independence, learning how to respond to feedback for 
progress, how to structure writing, how to scaffold mathematical approaches and it aims to nurture a 
growth mindset. Work is assessed against adapted APP grids with a ‘can do’ approach.  

What effect has the expenditure had on the attainment of Year 7 students at Northgate 2019-20 

Progress for students with the lowest reading ages on entry was, on average, 20 months over the 
academic year 2019-20.  

We are at present testing students reading ages but are aware that the data may show more gaps than 
previously.  

How we assessed the effect on attainment: 
Standardised ARTi reading and AMTi maths tests were used at entry and exit.  

How we intend to use the catch‐up premium 2020-21 

Analysis shows that interventions have an accelerated impact with the majority of students. However, 
we need to continue to work on other factors affecting progress, including consistent attendance and 
parental engagement. Some of the funding will thus be used to: 

• Support the work of the Foundation Learning team – staffing; 

• Resources including tests and investigation of other data-providing tests; 

• Train TAs in interventions that have evidence-based impact including catch up literacy, accelerated 
reader.  


